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P r o d u c t i o n

Silver
This entry-level package offers a basic music production
service, including a single track mix and master, with two
revisions allowed. This is ideal for those looking to produce
their first track or for more experienced artists working on a
smaller project.

Gold
Our mid-tier package extends our services to include three
tracks with mix and master, allowing up to four revisions.
This package also includes vocal tuning, beat
programming, and music arrangement, making it perfect
for artists who want a more in-depth production
experience.

Platinum
The premium package provides comprehensive music
production service for serious musicians and bands. It
includes mix and master of up to six tracks, unlimited
revisions, and a complete suite of post-production services
such as vocal comping, time alignment, and much more.
This package is designed to bring professional-grade
production to your music, transforming your sound to a
level ready for commercial release.



GOLD PACKAGE
Our Gold Package is the epitome of extensive music marketing and production services, meticulously created for artists
who are ready to shine in the global music arena. Offering an impressive Audience Reach of up to 3 Million, this package
ensures your unique sound resonates across a vast demographic. An in-depth Artist Analysis will be conducted by our
accomplished team, identifying your strengths and areas of improvement to tailor strategies that align with your
artistic vision.
The package includes an exclusive Consultation session and extensive training in Music Business & Marketing, enabling you
to navigate the often complex music industry landscape with ease. Our team will submit your music for TV & Movie Sync
opportunities on 100+ platforms, and provide Radio Opportunity in one market with over 1000+ DJs, increasing your
exposure and potential fan base. 
Our uniquely crafted DSP's Promotion strategy, combined with targeted Ads on Google, YouTube, and the Meta network,
will amplify your digital presence and engagement. To further boost your visibility, we offer Billboard Placements in your
city of choice (excluding Times Square) and promotion across Various Google Indexed Blogs. 
Our Gold package also includes your Own Music Distribution platform, providing complete control over your music
releases. Additionally, we offer Leverage for Label Opportunities, opening doors to potential collaborations and
partnerships. All promotions undertaken are based on Artist Needs, ensuring a personalized approach to your music
career. The Gold Package, with its premium offerings, is designed to catapult your music career to the global level. 

SILVER PACAKGE

PLATNIUM PACKAGE

DFD MUSIC MARKETING SERVICES

Designed specifically for emerging artists aiming to broaden their horizons, our Silver Package builds on the foundations
of our Silver Package to provide even more comprehensive services. This revamped package includes Audience Reach
of up to 1 Million, ensuring your music reaches the ears of a vast audience. Our expert team will conduct an in-depth
Artist Analysis to uncover areas of strength and potential improvement in your music, followed by a Consultation
session, where we outline your path to success. The Silver Plus Package also includes a crash course in Music Business &
Marketing, equipping you with the knowledge to navigate the complex music industry. 
Furthermore, we will submit your music for TV & Movie Sync opportunities across 50+ platforms, enhancing your
visibility and reach. Taking advantage of Various blogs via Search Engine Marketing (SEM), we maximize your digital
footprint and bolster your online presence. Our Spotify Promotion strategies aim to increase your plays and followers,
driving more traffic to your music. Finally, the package includes targeted Ads in the Meta and Google networks, ensuring
your music appears where potential fans are most likely to engage with it. With the SilverPackage, you have the golden
ticket to take your music career to exciting new heights.

Contact Us For More Details. 
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